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Proposed Regs. under 355 overhaul 
device test and single-business divisions 
by JOHN W" LEE 
Newly i55ued Proposed Regulations, under Section 355, tollow recent decisions 
allowing h01izontal divisions of a single blHine55 .. In addition) the proposals introduce 
factors for' determining whether a Section 3.55 transactIon is a device for bailing out 
earnings" Mr .. Lee analyze:! these and other changes in the Proposed R egulations . 
THE SERVICE has proposed sweeping amendments to the Regulations un-
der Section 355 The preamble to the 
amendments describes two major 
changes: (1) The identification of fac-
tors for determining whether a transac-
tion is primarily a "device" for the dis-
tribution of profits and (2) the intro-
duction of a . provision for the separa-
tion of a single business consistent with 
Coady, 289 F.2d 490 (CA-6, 1961) cert 
den ,. and Marett, 325 F.2d 28 (CA-5, 
1963). Although the preamble does not 
acknowledge the fact,. the proposed 
amendments subst;mtially revise the busi-
ness purpose provision of the existing 
Regulations 
In Rev. Rul.. 64-147, 1964-1 (Part I) 
CB 136, the Service announced that it 
would follow Marett and Coady which 
had invalidated the Regulations under 
Section 355 to the extent that they pre-
cluded tax-free divisions of a single busi-
ness R ev .. Rul.. 64-147 also stated that 
consideration was being given to a 
modification of the Regulations .. Then, 
II years later, R ev ,. Rul,. 75-160, 1975-1 
CB 112, stated that, pending the issu-
ance of revised Regulations, active trade 
or business cases under Section 355 
would be disposed of in accordance with 
Rafferty, 452 F .. 2d 767 (CA-l, 1971), cert. 
den, which employed a bailout test in 
its approval of functional divisions"l_ 
Now, IRS has released Proposed Regs . . 
Devic.e test 
The focus of existing Reg .. L355-2(b) 
with respect to the device test is on the 
effect of post-distribution sales of shares 
in the distributing or controlled corpo-
ration (apparently on the burden of 
proof) and on whether sU'bstantially all 
of the assets of the post-distribution cor-
porations had been used in the active 
conduct of the trade or business .. Prop" 
Reg .. L355-2(c)( I) sets forth a transac-
tional approach:2 " a tax-free distribu-
tion of stock of a controlled corporation 
presents an extraordinary potential for 
tax avoidance by placing the sharehold-
ers of the distributing corporation in a 
position whereby, as a consequence of 
the subsequent sale of stock or the liqui-
dation of either the distributing corpo-
ration or the controlled corporation, 
they can avoid the dividend provisions 
of the Code _ .. . Whether a transaction 
which has the potential for the distribu-
tion of earnings and profits was used 
principally as such a device shall be 
determined from all the facts and .cir-
cumstances_" 
Rafferty fashioned the bail-out-poten-
tiality approach ' to the device test in 
terms of whether the distribution of 
stock in the controlled corporation 
would impair the shareholders' residual 
equity interest in the ongoing corpora-
tion's earning power, growth potential 
or voting control.. If a sale of stock in 
one post-division corporation would im-
pair the common shareholders' equity 
in the retained corporation, then no 
dividend-like transaction had occurred 
due to the meaningful reduction of the 
shareholders' interest_ A substantially 
disproportionate distribution arguably, 
almost automatically, would pass a bail_ 
out-potentiality test, while a propor. 
tionate distribution would have to run 
the full-device gauntlet..3 This is not the 
same as the statement in Prop. Reg. 
L355-2(c)(1), that a pro rata, or substan. 
tially pro rata, distribution presents the 
greatest potential for withdrawal of 
earnings and profits and is more likely 
to be undertaken principally as a de-
vice for the distribution of earnings and 
profits_ Field agents are likely to inter. 
pret this statement to mean that a pro. 
portionate distribution almost auto-
matically fails the device test while a 
disproportionate distribution will stilI 
have to pass the normal device test. 
Such an approach is contrary to the de-
velopment of Section 355. Immediately 
prior to the 1954 Code, the status of 
non-pro rata split-offs and split-ups was 
uncertain, and, therefore, Section 355(a) 
(2)(A) expressly permits non-pro rata 
corporate divisions 4 It is almost as if 
pro rata spin-offs were thought of as the 
norm.. The distinction drawn by Prop. 
Reg .. L355-2(c){I) between pro rata and 
non-pro rata divisions in the context of 
the device test possibly is a reaction to 
the fact that under the existing Regula-
tions the Service relied primarily on 
the active business test, which fails to 
distinguish between pro rata and non-
pro rata divisions, so that any stretching 
of the active business test to permit a 
particular non-pro rata separation 
worthy of tax deferral became equally 
applicable to pro rata divisions 5 Un-
doubtedly the drafters of the proposed 
amendment hoped to avoid this inelasti· 
city in the device test, The goal is per-
haps WOIthy, but the emphasis is wrongly 
placed , The amendment would have 
been better worded to provide that a 
d,isproportionate distribution presents 
the least potential for the withdrawal 
of earnings and profits and is least likely 
to have been undertaken principally as 
a device for the distribution of earnings 
and profits .. 
Indeed, no reference to proportional-
ityor disproportionality is necessary be-
cause the proposed amendment, folloW-
ing the lead of R ev .. Rul 64-102, 1964-1 
CB 136, and Rev, RuZ. 71-593, 1971-2 
CB 181 , provides that any case in which 
a distribution would be treated, if taX-
able, as a redemption to which Section 
302(a) would apply, the transaction 
ordinarily is not to be considered a 
device for the distr ibution of earnings 
and profits,. In other words, if the tranS-
action is one which is substantially dis-
proportionate as to a shareholder under 
section 302(b)(2), one which would 
qualify as a complete termination of 
interest under SectiGn 302(b)(3), or 
which, presumably, would result in a 
meaningful reduction under Section 
302(b)(I), it WGuid pass the device test. 
AJthough the attribution rules under 
secrion 318 are applicable Gnly where 
expressly made so and Section 355 dGes 
not refer to. Section 318, Rev, Rul" 64-
102 did apply Section 318 indirectly by 
comparing the SectiGn 355 distributiQn 
to a hYPQthetical Section 302 redemp-
tion (to which Section 318 is expressly 
applicable) in order to. determine 
whether the transaction was capable of 
being used to. bail-out earnings" Prop" 
Reg.. L355-2(c)(1) expressly states that 
in testing to see whether Section 302(a) 
would apply, Section 302(c)(2)(A) which 
determines whether there is a complete 
termination of interest under the at-
tributiQn rules, is to apply, except for 
'the ten-year 100k-fGrward rule for post-
redemption reacquisitions" Additionally, 
under the proposed amendment, a trans-
action will ordinarily nQt be considered 
a device if neither the controlled nor 
the distributing corpQrations have earn-
ings and profits" 
Bail-out factors 
Both existing Reg" L355-2(b)(3) and 
Prop_ Reg" 1355-2(c)(3) give considera-
tion in applying the device test to the 
nature, kind and amount of the assets 
of both corporations immediately after 
the transaction" The .. existing Regula-
tions, however, downgraded cQnsider-
ably the device test by stating that the 
fact that at the time of the transaction 
subsantially all of the assets of the' corc 
porations involved had been used in the 
active conduct of trades or businesses 
meeting the requirements of Section 
355(d) would be considered evidence 
that the transactiQn was not used prin-
cipally as a device" The proposed 
amendments abandon this approach as 
they set forth with some detail faCtors 
which are to be taken into account in 
making the determination of whether a 
transaction constltutes a device, " Three 
major categories of factors are set fQrth: 
new trade or business, liquid assets, and 
related function" Unfortunately, the 
pro.posal does not consider the impair-
ment of equity defense to a' transaction 
with bail-out potentiaL adopted by Rat-
/er'ty" 
N~w burinen" UnQfficial rules of thumb 
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had been Qriginally s~tup by the Serv-
ice under the active-pusiness test, rather 
, than the device test, ' as' to the effect of 
new bUSIness assets in ,the post-distribu-
tion corporation,6 Under the early test, 
at least 50% of the assets to. be sepa-
rated had to be more than five years 
old, had to constitute more than 50% 
of the fair market value of the new CQr-
poration, and had to be projected to. 
produce more than 50% o.f the future 
incQme. In Rev" Rul.. 73-44, 1973-lGB 
182, the Service specifically repudiated 
the concept that there was any require-
ment in Section 355(b) that a specific 
percentage of the corporation's assets be 
devoted to. the active conduct Qf a trade 
or business, but announced that the per-
centage of assets in the spun-off corpo-
ration in the Ruling that would be de-
vQted to the active conduct of a trade or 
business was a relevant factor in deter-
mining whether the transaction was used 
principally as a device. Similarly, the 
fact that more than 50% of the value 
Qf the assets consisted of a trade or busi-
ness acquired within the five-year period 
ending on the date of the distribution 
in a transaction in which gain or loss 
was recognized was evidence that the 
transaction was principally a device for 
distribution of earnings and profits,. On 
the facts of the Ruling, ,however, the 
Service concluded that the pro rata dis-
tribution was not a device since: the 
stock of the distributing corporation" was 
widely held and publicly traded, invest-
ment assets were not involved, the trans-
action was compelled by a valid business 
purpQse, and the assets included in the 
controlled corporation represented op-
erating businesses and not assets which 
could be used to facilitate the distribu-
tion of the earnings and profits of the 
distributing or CQntrolled corporation or 
both" The Proposed Regulations pick up 
this theme: the fact that a substantial 
portion of the assets Qf any post-distribu-
tion cQrporation consists of a trade or 
business ' acquired within the five-year 
look-back period ill! a transaction in 
which .the basis was not deter~ined .in 
1 See Meyer', Active business 7'equi7'ement Of ,855 
rased, but E&P bail-out p7"ovision tightened. 43 
JTAX 270 (November, 1975) . 
2 Such an approach had been called for by 
Ra fferty, 452 F ,,2d 767 (CA-1, 1971), ce7't" den .. ; 
acco7'd, King, 458 F ,,2d 245 (CA-6, 1972) " See 
Whitman, III, "Draining the Serbonian Bog: A 
New Approach to " Corporate "SepaI'ations unde.' 
the 1954 Code," 81 Har:va7'd "L . Rev ,. ,1194 (1968) ; 
Lee, "Functional Divisions arid Other Corporate 
Separations Under Section 355 Aft"., Rafje7'ty:' ,27 
Tao; L" Rev" 453 (1972) , 
S Lee, "Functional Divisions and Other' Corpor'ate 
Separ ations Under Section 355 After Raffe7'ty:' 
supf'a note 2 at 482 .. 
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whole or' part by reference to the trans-
feror's . basis constitutes evidence that 
. the transaction was used principally as 
a device ,,7 As Rev" Rd, 73-44 indicates, 
however, when the device approach is 
used, other factors can outweigh the 
negative inference arising from an 
acquired . trade Qr business" Thus, the 
transactional approach is more flexible 
than an all-or-nothing definitional 
approach, such as the active-business 
test. 
Liquid assets. Prop Reg. L355-2(c) 
(3)(iii) provides that the transfer or re-
tentiQn of cash Qr liquid assets, such as 
securities or accounts receivable, which 
are not related to reasonable business 
needs of either corporation will be con-
sidered as evidence that the transaction 
was used principally as a device,S In con-
trast, in Rev, Rul.. 56 .. 655, 1955-2 CB 
214, no device was found when cash 
which was previously used in the furni-
ture branch of a corporation was trans .. 
ferred to the new appliance corporation 
in order to equalize the value of the 
"twO busiilesse~" It is not without signi-
ficance that the form of the transaction 
was a non-pro rata split-up, More re-
cently in Rev, Rul... "71-383, 1971-2 CB 
180, the Service expressly ruled that a 
substantial capital contribution to the 
contrQlled corporation (to equalize 
values) may be evidence of a device, but 
Qn the facts before it no device was 
present because the split-off if taxable 
would have been a substantially disjno-
portionate redemption. . 
Related function . The Service had indi-
cated previously that the device test 
encompassed acquisition of a new busi-
ness or liquid assets, Only commenta-
tors, however, had previously suggested 
that the distribution of a related func-
tion of a verticaJly "integrated enter-
prise should have to pass the device 
test9 Rather, the existing Regulations 
and the Service had denied tax-free 
separation to the coiporate separation 
of a function of a vertically integrated 
• Bittker and Eustice, Federal Income Taxation of 
Corporations and Shareholders 13~9 and 13-35 (3d 
ed ... 1971) " ' 
" Lee, "Functional Divisions and Othe~'. COIP9rate 
Separations Under Section 355 After Rafferty," 
supm note 2 at '474" 
' Caplin, ""Corporate Division , Under' ' the 1954 
Code: A New Approach ,to the Five-Year: 'Active 
Business' Rule,'· 43 Va, L ... Rev" 387. (1957) " 
; "' Prop. Reg .. 1.355-2 (c)"(3) (ii) " See' Lockwood, 
350 F,2d 712, (CA-S, 1965); Cf,. Rev" Rul. 59-
400; 1959-2 CB 114" See generally Klingel', Satis-
fying the "active busine88" requ.i7·ement for ta:t-
I?ee spin-off of a functional diviBion, 38 JTAX 10 
(January, 1973) " 
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enterprise apparently "on the grounds 
that the components of a vertically or 
functionally integrated business previ·" 
ously conducted by a single corporation 
would not constitute an active business 
or" were not continuing the active con-
duct of a trade or business formerly 
conducted by the predivision single 
corporation.10 As foreshadowed in Rev. 
RuT. 75-160, the proposed amendment 
abandons the former rigid active busi-
ness baNier to functional divisions. 
Rather, the relationship between the 
nature and use of assets of the distribut-
ing corporation and the controlled cor-
p()Iation will be considered as evidence 
that the transaction was used principally 
as a device. "For example, where the 
principal function of one corporation 
before the transaction is to perform 
services for or supply technical or re-
search data to the other corporation, 
and after the transaction that corpora-
tion continues to function on the same 
basis, this would be considered as evi-
dence that the transaction was used 
principally as such a device .. " Conse-
quently, in new examples in the active 
April 1977 
business section similar to those ex-
amples which had denied active business 
status under the existing Regulations, 
the proposed amendment to the Regu-
lations concludes that the separated 
functions, which were deemed incidental 
functions under existing Regulations, 
do constitute the active conduct of a 
trade or business.ll But at the same time 
the related function portion of the de-
vice in Prop Reg. 1.355 ,,2(c)(3)(iv) spe-
cifically refers to these new examples 
and states that if the post-distribution 
function continues to operate on the 
same basis after the transaction, gener-
ally dealing exclusively with the other 
corporation, this fact would be consid-
ered as evidence that the distribution 
was principally a device. The Service 
has never delineated its rationale for 
concluding that the distribution of a 
related function evidences a device . Pre-
sumably, the underlying assumption is 
that the potentiality for siphoning off 
the distributing company's earnings in 
the future by manipulation of inter-
company transactions would constitute 
a potential device.12 Even where the in-
BACKGROUND: DEVICE AND ACTIVE BUSINESS TESTS 
SECTION 355 provides the exclusive 
tax·free means of distributing stock 
in a "controlled corporation" to 
"shareholders of the "distributing 
corporation .. " Such a distribution may 
CI'eate a potential for tax abuse by 
enabling a corporation to distribute 
stock in a subsidiary with readily 
salable assets (or leave the distribut· 
ing corporation with readily salable 
assets) and thus "bail-out" earning"s 
and profits without affecting the op-
erating assets or earning power of the 
corporation the stock of which is re-
tained by the shareholders". The 
shareholders would then sell the dis-
tributed stock at capital gains with-
out disturbing their equity interest 
in the original corporation .. 
Section 355 raises two baniers 
against such a bail-out: the "device" 
test and the "active business" test. A 
transaction cannot be used principal-
ly as a "device" for the distribution 
of the earnings and profits of the 
distributing corporation, the con-
trolled corporation, or both under 
Section 355(a)(I)(B) .. In addition, Sec-
tions 355(a) (1)(C) and 355(b) require 
that, immediately after the distribU-
tion, both corporations be engaged in 
the "active conduct of a trade or 
business" which has been actively 
conducted for five years prior to the 
distribution. The purpose of the ac· 
tive business test is to preclude a .cor-
poration from separating its retained 
earnings in the form of liquid assets 
from its operating assets, and in-
corporating such liquid assets, and 
then distributing the subsi4iary's 
stock to its shareholders in anticipa-
tion of a future sale of such stock 
or liquidation of the spun-off sub-
sidiary. The five-year holding period 
was designed to keep the distribut-
ing corporation from using liquid 
assets to acquire, shortly before the 
distribution, a new activehusiness 
that could be spun-off without any 
contraction of the old operating 
assets. 
In addition to the device and active 
business tests, Reg .. L355-2(c) imposes 
on Section 355 the business purpose 
and continuity of interest require-
ments applicable to reorganizations 
in general.. * 
tercompany transactions are not manip_ 
ulated, the separation of a function of 
the business may offer future bail-out 
potentiality .. Only one corporate tax 
would be paid since the distributor 
corporation presumably would have 
been allowed a deduction for the ordi_ 
nary and necessary business expenses 
incurred in obtaining the services of the 
.. spun,off function .. That inco.rporated 
function in turn would pay a corporate 
tax, but it still might be easier for the 
shareholders to then sell the function 
together with its retained earnings at a 
capital gain .13 
The related function aspect of the 
new proposals is responsive to a trans-
actional approach in which each sepa-
ration can be judged for tax worthiness. 
Since the incidental·activity barrier of 
the existing Regulations was incorpo-
rated in the active-business provisions, it 
was an all-or·nothing definitional ap-
proach and thus not responsive to the 
actual question of the bail·out patenti-
. ality. 
Post-distr'ibution sales .. In order to pre-
clude the Service from taking the posi-
tion that every corporate division fol-
lowed by a sale of stock violated the 
device test, Congress expressly stated in 
Section 355(a)(I)(B) that the mere fact 
of a post·d;stribution sale, other than 
one pursuant to a predistribution ar-
rangement, would not be construed as 
a transaction that was used principally 
as a device. Existing Reg.. L355-2(b)(1) 
interpreted this to indude a non-prear· 
ranged sale as evidence of a device, but 
it was not determinative. Preananged 
sales in turn were described simply as 
evidence of a device without the quali-
fication of not being determinative evi-
dence, but the Service added that quali· 
fication as well in R ev.. Rut 59-157, 
1959-1 CB 77 Prop . Reg .. L355-2(c)(2) 
takes a more sensible approach, setting 
forth explicit levels of weight to be 
given to various categories of sales in 
determinin~ whether the transaction is 
a device. If a post-distribution sale of 
20% or' more of stock of either the dis-
tributing or controlled corporation is 
arranged prior to the distribution, the 
distribution is deemed to have been used 
principally as a device.. If such prear-
ranged sale was of less than 20% of the 
stock of either corporation, the sale is 
still considered substantial evidence that 
the transaction was used principally as 
a device. If a post-distribution sale of 
any amount of stock; of either corpora-
tion was not negotiated or agreed upon 
prior to the .distributi.on, then the bct 
of such sale IS taken Into account wzth 
other evidence in determining whether 
the transaction was used principally as 
a device for the distribution of earnings 
and profits . In Example 2 of Prop .. Reg .. 
J355-2(c)(2) where, after a pro rata dis· 
tribution, the distributee shareholders 
agree to sell to an unrelated third party 
,0% of the distributed stock of X cor-
pOlation and prior to the distribution 
cash was transferred to X corporation 
which substantially exceeded its reason .. 
able needs, the transaction will be con-
sidered to have been used principally 
as a device "because of the transfer of 
cash to X and the subsequent sale of X 
stock by A and B" Implicitly, had the 
transfer of cash not exceeded the reason-
able business needs, the distribution fol-
lowed by a non-prearranged sale would 
not have been a device .. 
As under the existing Regulations, a 
sale is considered always to have been 
made pursuant to an arrangement ne-
gotiated or agreed upon prior to the 
distribution when enforceable rights to 
buy or sell exist before the distribution 
The existing Regulations had provided 
that where a sale or exdlange was dis-
cussed but enforceable rights to buy or 
sell did not exist, the question of 
whether the anangement was negoti-
ated within the meaning of Section 355 
(a)(I)(B) was to be determined from all 
the facts and circumstances .. Prop Reg. 
1.355-2(c)(2) takes a harder position: if 
a sale was discussed by the buyer and 
the seller before the distribution and 
was reasonably to be anticipated by both 
parties, such sale ordinarily is considered 
as made pursuant to an arrangement 
negotiated or agreed upon prior to the 
distribution. 
Neither the existing Regulations nor 
the proposed amendments speak to a 
pre-distribution sale of stock in the dig.· 
tributing corporation .. In Rev .. Rul .. 59-
197, 1959-1 CB 77, the Service ruled that 
such a sale has exactly the same effect 
as a binding contract to sell some of 
the stock after the transaction Further -
more, if the 20%-or-more-prearranged-
SUbsequent-sale mle is applicable, it is 
unclear whether the 20% would be 
measured against the sale of stock in the 
distributing corporation, which under 
the facts of the Ruling was 198%, or 
the interest acquired in the controlled 
corporation_ Under the Ruling's facts, 
the purchaser acquired, in the reorgani-
zation, 18% in value of the stock in the 
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controlled corporation, but Ys of the 
voting rights and half of the stock. 
The Service had previously conceded 
that a divisive reorganization could be 
combined with an amalgamating reor-
ganization14 Prop .. Reg. l.355-2(c)(2) 
acknowledges that concession by stating 
that for purposes of the subsequent .. 
sales-or-exchanges-of-stock rule, the term 
"exchange" does not · include an ex-
change of stock or securities in a tax· 
free transaction in which no gain or 
loss is recognized "or in which an in-
substantial amount of gain is recog-
nized" The question of boot or excess 
principal amount of securities may lead 
to litigation in the future . 
The proposed amendment does not 
attempt to address the question whether 
there is a conflict between the subse-
quent sale or exchange of stock rule and 
the rule that transactions to which Sec .. 
tion 302(a) would apply if the transac-
tion were taxable are' ordinarily not to 
be considered a device.. Due, however, 
to difference in wording of the two 
rules, it would appear that the subse-
quent sale of stock "provision would 
oven ide the disproportionate ditsr ibu-
tion or complete termination of inter-
est provision .. 'Presumably, the only tax 
consequence would be the timing of the 
gain, since it would ordinarily be capital 
in either event. 
In summary, the device provisions of 
the proposed amendment to the Regula-
tions are an admirable attempt to up-
date and bring the Section 355 Regula-
tions in line with the cases and the un .. 
derJying policies of the provision .. The 
principal weakness lies in (1) their fail-
ure to mesh the business purpose test 
with the device test and the bail-out-po·· 
tentiality approach, and (2) their failure 
to consider the impairment of equity 
concept .. 
Active busine.ss 
According to the preamble to the 
8 See Rev .. Rul .. 58-68, 1958-1 CB 183, as modified 
by Rev .. Rul. 64-102, 1964-1 (Part 1) CB 136 
9 Bittker and Eustice, "Federal Income Taxation 
of Corporations and SharehoJders,"BUP1'l1. note 4 at 
13-15; Lee, "Functional Divisions and Other" 
Corporate Separ1ltions under Section 355 after 
Rafje1·ty," 8up1'a note 2 at 480-81.. 
,. See Reg .. 1..355-1 (d) Example" (5), (11), (H) 
and (16) .. Of .. Rev .. Rul_ 56-266, 1956-1 CB 184 .. 
11 Compar'e Reg_ 1.355-1 (d) Exa'lYllJ)le8 (5), (11) 
and (1 2) with Prop. Reg .. 1..355-3(c) Example. 
(8), (9) and (H) .. 
12 Bittker' & Eustice, "Federal Income Taxation of 
Corpor1ltions and Shareholders," BUp1'a note 4 at 
13-15 .. 
,. Lee, "Functional Divisions and Other' CorllOI'ate 
Separations Under Section 355 After Raffe.·ty," 
BUpra note 2 at 480-81.. 
proposed amendments, the purpose of 
the changes to the active-business PIO-
visions is tQ provide for the separation 
of a single business consistent with the 
holdings of Coady and Marett .. But the 
changes also reflect later developments . 
Single busine.55 . As a starting point, the 
old references in Regs. L355-I(a) to a 
single busineSs and in l.355-1(b) t'O the 
continued operation of the businesses 
existing prior to the separation have 
been deleted. Existing Reg. L355-I(c) 
contained a definition of the termtr'ade 
or business for purposes of Section 355 
and then provided three negative pro-
visos as to activities which the term did 
not include. Prop . Reg. 1355-3(b }(2)(ii) 
by and large keeps the same definition 
of trade or business: a specific group of 
activities carried on for the purpose of 
earning income or prQfit which include 
"every operation which forms a part of, 
or a step in, the process of earning in-
come or profit from such group . Such 
grbUp of activities ordinadly must in-
clude the collection of income a'nd the 
payment of expenses .. " Previously, it was 
this language in part that was thought 
to be the basis of the prohibition 'Of 
functional divisions15 together with the 
rule that Section 355 did not apply to 
the division of a single business 16 To 
the extent that this was so, the proposed 
amendments apparently change the 
meaning of the above definitIon by 
changing most of the question'ed ex .. 
amples flowing from the definition .. Sig-
nificantly, the three negative provisos 
have been radically changed. As before, 
Prop Reg.. L355-3(b )(2)(iv)(A) indiCates 
that the holding for investment pur-
poses of stock, land 'Or other property 
does not constitute the active conduct 
of a trade or business17 The prior pro-
vis'O that a trade or business did not 
include a grDup of activities, which 
while nDt themselves independently 
producing income, could do so with the 
H Rev.. Rul.. 68-603, 1968-2 CB 148, following 
M01?i" T1'U8t, 367 F.2d 794 (CA-4, 1966) .. Eee 
generally Monis, "Combining Devis ive and Amal-
gamating Reorganizations - SectiQn 355 fails 
Again," 46 T exas L .. Rev .. 315 (1968) _ 
15 Cf .. Roo. Rul.. 56-266, 1956-1 CB 184. 
" Rafferty, 452 F .. 2d 767, (CA-1, 1971), ce1t .. den. 
11 See Rev .. Rul. 66-204, 1966-i CB 113.. . 
18 See Reg. 1..1372-4(b) (5) (vi) (rents, i ."e .. , pas-
sive income, does not include payments for use 01' 
occupancy of propexty whel e Hsignificant services 
ar'e also rendered" to the user or' occupant) .. 
19 See Lee " 'Active Conduct' Distinguished from 
'Conduct' of a Rental Real Estate Business," 25 
TaxLawye1'317 (1972) _ " . 
20 Rafje1'ty, supr'a. note 16; Lee, "Active Conduct" 
8'Upra note 19 at 320-21, (net leasing not a trade 
or' business) .. 
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addition_ ..oL. other . activities has been 
deleted in its entirety. Perhaps the most 
bothersome of the old negative ' provi-
sos, the denial of active business status 
to the ownership and operation of 
owner-occupied land or buildings, has 
been modified radically. Now, under 
Prop , Reg" 1355-3(b )(2)(iv)(B), the ac-
tive conduct of a trade or business does 
not include the ownership and opera-
tion (including leasing) of real or per-
sonal J2roperty used in a trade or busi-
ness, whether or not owner occupied, 
unless the owner performs significant 
services as to the operation and manage-
ment of the proper ty" 
The performance of significant serv-
ices as to the operation and manage-
ment of the property is not intended 
to incorporate the Subchapter S corpo-
ration distinctions between active con-
duct and conduct of a rental real estate 
business,,18 For instance, Example 4 of 
Prop., Reg., L355-3(b)(4)(C) holds that a 
corporation which manages a building, 
negotiates leases, seeks new tenants, and 
repairs and maintains the building is 
engaged in the active conduct of a trade 
or business, which would not be the 
case under the Subchapter S corpora-
tion testlll 
With respect to owner occupied r'eal 
estate, the existing Regulations look to 
see whether the rental activity is inci-
dental to the main ' business or, instead, 
is really a separate business,. On the 
other hand, the proposals proceed from 
the basis of the activities carried on by 
the real estate corporation" In Example 
4 of Prop. Reg" L355-3(b)(4)(C), in 
which a real estate corporation qualified 
as actively conducting a trade or busi-
ness, the distributor banking corpora-
tion transferred to such real estate cor-
poration an II-story commercial build-
ing.. The bank had occupied only one 
floor of such building with the other 
ten floors being rented out to outsiders .. 
In contrast, Example 4 in existing Reg'_ 
L355-1(d) discusses a bank which owned 
a two-story building, only 75% of 
which the bank occupied .. The conclu-
sion there was that the 25% (half of the 
second floor) of which was rented to 
outsiders was only incidental in the 
original regulation example. On sub-
stantially the same facts, Example 5, of 
Prop,. Reg., L355-3(c) also concludes that 
such rental activities do not constitute 
the active conduct of a trade or busi-
ness, but additional facts are added~ the 
lease is a net lease, the distributing 
corporation will lease the space formerly , 
April 1977 
occupied by it from the new corpora-
tion and under the lease will repair"and 
maintain its portion of the building 
and pay property taxes and insurance. 
This provision may conflict with King, 
458 F.2d 245 (CA-6, 1972), which held 
that net leasing freight terminals to a par-
ent trucking corporation together with 
activities in constructing the terminals 
constituted an active business_ Clearly, 
however , the proposal conectly denies 
active business status where the only ac-
. tivity is net leasing property,.20 In short, 
under the proposal, the net lease aspect 
and not the owner occupied aspect pre-
cludes active business status. All of the 
other examples of owner-occupied real 
estate in the proposed amendment also 
involve situations in which the principal 
activities of the lessor consist of the 
collection of rent from the building and 
the lessee maintains the rental prop-
erty .. 21 Unfortunately, none of the ex-
amples posit a situation in which the 
post-distribution real estate corporation 
leases the property solely to the distrib-
uting corporation, but the lessor-con-
trolled corporation is responsible for 
maintenance and repair of the building 
and has negotiated its own lease_ While 
undoubtedly in the Service's eyes, such 
a transaction is at the very borderline of 
what is an active business, it is submit-
ted that the proper approach, where 
the lessor corporation canies on the 
requisite activities, is .to place the em-
phasis on the rela.ted function aspect of 
the device test. It appears that there is 
little difference between a sales corpo-
ration which merely functions as an 
exclusive agent for a manufacturing 
corporation after the distribution and 
a ren tal real estate corporation that 
leases solely to a related manufacturing 
corporation,. If the requisite activities 
are there, the barrier should be the 
device test 
Corpor'ate divisions 
Functional divisions .. Examples 2, 5, 11 
and 12 under existing Reg .. L355-I(d) 
indicate that the separate components 
of an integra ted business conducted 
prior to the separation by a single cor-
poration could not constitute a post-
distribution active business or were not 
continuing the active conduct of the 
trade or business formerly conducted by 
the predivision single corporation .. The 
rationale was either that Section 355 
did not apply 'to the division of a single 
business or that activities which were 
not themselves independently produc-
ing income could not qualify as 
. b' Th F' C" all actIve usmess .. _ e. lIst lICUlt in Rat. 
ferty approved, In dlCtum, functional d' 
visions of existing businesses under th1-
Coady rationale .. The Service concede~ 
the issue in R ev .. Rul. 75-160, 1975-1 en 
112 And now the proposed amendment 
also accords active business status to 
. functional divisions that were denied 
such status under the existing Regula. 
tions on the groun,d that they were 
merely incidental activities.. The shift 
has been, as indicated above, from the 
active business test to the device test 
which is more responsive to the ques: 
tion of bail-out potential. 
Vertical D ivisions.. A vertical division 
consists of a corporate division in which 
each of the post-distribution businesses 
carries on all stages or function of the 
original business .. 22 This was the type of 
corporate separation approved in Coady 
and Mar'ett. New examples in the pro-
posed amendment to the active business 
Regulations incorporate the facts of 
these two cases. The pre-Coady pmhibi-
tion on the division of a single corpora-
tion posed certain problems that com. 
mentators believed the Service originally 
. sought to resolve in the existing Regu-
lations by fashioning the rule that the 
factor of geographic separation gave rise 
to separate businesses, apparently on the 
premise that widely dispersed businesses 
could mOre easily separate .. 23 Indeed, 
almost a third of the active business ex-
amples under the existing Regulations 
approved geographic divisions on the 
grounds that the activities in each state 
constituted a trade or business After 
Coady there tended to be a reversal of 
roles: the taxpayer often sought to es-
tablish that the separated activities in-
herited a five-year history from a single 
predistribution business where one of 
the divisions was less than five years old, 
while the Government argued that there 
were two businesses, only one of which 
was properly "ag'ed .. "24 The Proposed 
Regulations delete all of the geographiC 
separation examples, apparently in a 
concession to the holding in Lockwood, 
350 F.2d 712 (CA-8, 1965), that, for pur-
poses of the predistribution five·year 
active business test, prior business activ-
ity of the distributing corporation is to 
be determined by examining overall 
operation, and measurement is not lim-
ited to the geographical area where the 
controlled corpora tion is eventuaJly 
formed ., 
The elimination of the old geographi. 
cal examples alone does not answer the 
bard question or provide tests for deter-
J1lining whether a single business with a 
live-year history or two businesses only 
olle of which is sufficiently aged, as' in-
l'oIved in Boettger, 51 TC 324 (1968), 
~nd Niel~en, 61 TC 311 (1973), which 
involve the same facts but different tax· 
payers in a split,up The predistribution 
corporation had operated two hospitals, 
ollly one of which was five years old. 
They shared the same top management, 
but there was no integration of' any in-
come-producing activities of each hos· 
pital; the medical staff and patients of 
each were mutually exclusive, and each 
had the requisite assets and employees 
for the production of income. The Tax 
Court concluded in Nielsen that each 
hospital was a self-sufficient operation 
and each was a separate business for 
purposes of Section 355, only one of 
which was properly aged The Govern-
ment's approach to this problem may be 
gleaned from a comparison of Example 
10 of existing Reg" L355-1(d) and from 
Example 12 of Prop Reg L355-3(c) . Ex· 
ample 10 described a corporation which 
()perated two retail clothing stores, one 
in the downtown area and one in the 
suburbs .. The facts stated were that each 
Store had its own manager who directed 
its operations and made 'the necessary 
purchases., No common warehouse . was 
maintained ,. Example 10 concluded that 
the activities of each store constituted a 
trade or business that had been on the 
facts in existence for more than five 
years,25 The example has been subtly 
changed in Example 12 of the proposed 
amendment .. Now the branch store is 
less than five years old,. The two stores 
have operated as a single unit and 
have common advertising, bank ac· 
COUnts, billing, purchasing arid manage-
ment. After the distribution each store 
will have its own manager and will be 
()perated independently of the other 
store. The significant conclusion is that 
each predistribution store was an inte-
grated part of a single departmenl:. stote 
business conducted for the requisite 
five-year period.. In summary, the Trea-
sury has rejected the . geographic test 
bprop. Reg .. L355-3 (c) Examples (5) ; (6) and 
(18) 
"Bittker' & Eustice .. "Federal'Income Taxation of 
Cor'porations and Shareholders," sup7'a at 13-14 .. 
!3 ~assee, "Section 355: Disposal .of Unwanted 
Assets in Connection with a, ReO'Iganization,"22 
ZOa" L .. R ev, 439, (1967) .. 
"Bittker- & Eustice, "Federal Income Taxation of 
Corporation and Shareholder,S," supra· note 4 at 
13-16,. . 
os See also R ev .. Rul .. 58-54, 1:958-1 CB lSI. 
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and as to the troublesome question 
whether one or two businesses exist for 
purposes of the five-year test will rely 
upon integration of management and 
income producing activities .  
Example 10 of the existing Regula-
tions had specifically stated that no 
common warehouse was maintained for 
the two men's retail stores.. Example 7 
of Prop .. Reg.. L355-3(c), to the con-
trary, has a common warehouse and 
delivery system for the predistribution 
stores,. This example, however, points 
out that the post-distribution stores will 
be operated differently with one corpo-
ration retaining the warehouses and the 
other retaining the delivery trucks and 
employees, Each store will acquir'e from 
outsiders the corresponding functions 
that the other store retained .. It is un-
clear whether a failure after the distri· 
bution to utilize unrelated parties to 
supply the fun ctions which are not re· 
tained would be fatal under the active 
business test.. More likely, the question 
would be whether the related function 
aspect of the device test was vio,lated. 
Active Busines~ Requirement. Prop, 
Reg .. ' L355-3(b){2)(iii) provides that in 
general a corporation in order to ac-
tively conduct a trade or business must 
perform active and substantial manage-
ment and operational functions .  There 
can hardly be any quarrel with this as 
an accurate statement of the law,. The 
rental property examples which illus· 
trate performance or failure to perform 
any significant service as to the opera-
tion and management of the property 
are the only illustrations in the prO-
posed amendment of active and sub-
stantial operational functions. Quite 
likely the two tests are not distinguish-
able. From 'these examples one may 
conclude that management of a build-
ing, negotiating leases, seeking new ten-
ants and repairing and maintaining the 
building satisfies both tests, while net 
leasing property will not satisfy either 
tes~, An earlier trilogy of R evenue Rul· 
ings, 73-234, 73-236 and 73-237, 1973·1 
CB 181, 183 and 184, 'offer some guide-
lines as to the active and financial man-
26 For a discussion of those guidelines 's~ Lee, 
Section 855 Active Business Requi1'ement:· Wh at 
Advice to Give Clients Today, 45 JTAX 272, 
(November', 1976) .. 
Z1 Lee, "The 'Active Business' Test of Section 355.: 
Implications of a Trilogy of Hevenue Hulings," 31 
Wash .. &: L ee L . Rev .. 251, (1974).. 
29 Wilson, 353 F .. 2d 184, 187 (CA-9, 1965); Rev. 
Rul., 69-460, 1969-2 CB 51; N~te, "Developing an 
Independent Hole for Business Purpose and Con-
tinuity of Interest in: Section' 3S5 T"in'sactions," 
[John W.Lee, of the Virginia Bar, isa 
par'tner' in the R ichmond law firm of 
Hinchler, Flei~cher:, Wei.nberg, · Cox 0-
Allen,. Previou ~ly, he was Attomey-Ad-
vi.sor to the Tax Court , A frequent con-
tributor to THE JOURNAL OF T AXAIION, 
The Tax Law Review, The Tax Law-
yer and other professional publications, 
he has written a Tax Management Port-
folio on fiduciary responsibilities under 
ERISA . Mr. L ee's most recently pub·, 
lished article (on Section 355) appeared 
in the November 1976 issue of THE 
JOURNAL OF' TAXAIION,.] 
agement and operational functions test 26 
Neither the statement in the proposed 
amendment to the Regulations of the 
test nor any of the examples in the 
proposal address the other holding of 
these Rulings, namely that such substan-
tial management and operational activi-
ties must be di,-ectly carried on by the , 
corporation itself and that the test is 
not satisfied by the activities of others 
outside the corporation, including inde-
pendent contractors,. The absence of 
reference to direct conduct inl the pro-
posed amendment may signal a with-
drawal from the position taken in the 
Rulings, which had been criticized as 
inconsistent with the case law and , the 
function of the active business test.27 
Business pU'rpose, interest ~ontinuity 
The cases and the' commentators each 
display conflicts as to the proper role 
under Section 355 for the business pur-
pose and continui'ty of interest tests .. 
One school, long followed by the Serv-
ice, holds that business purpose is an 
independent test which must be met 
even if the taxpayer passes the device 
and the active business tests,28 The 
other school, to the contrary, holds that 
business purpose and continuity of in-
terest are relevant only as adjuncts , to 
the device test.29 If. the tra nsaction 
presents a bail-out potential so that it 
can be used as a device, then the tax-
. payer must show a business purpose 
sufficient to outweigh the hail-mit po-
tentiality, which purpose can only be 
satisfied by the continued retention of 
44 Cinn .. L . R ev. 286 (1975), 
29 Raffel'ty, . 8up '-ra note 2; Whitman, ~'Draining 
the 'Serbonian Bog: A N~w Approach to Oorpo-
r'ate Separation under the 1954 Code,"supr'a 
note 2 .. 
30 Compare Wilson, 853 F.2d 184, 186-87 (CA,9, 
1965 ), with Rafje7ty, and Pa1'shelsky's Esfate,308 
F,.2d14, (CA-2, 1962) " 
'" See Bales, "The Business Purpose of Corporate 
Separations," 56 Va .. L. Rev,. 1242, (1970) ., 
32 See P ar'8helsky's Estate, supi a note 80 .. 
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the · post~distlibution cor pOl a.tions. ·-Be" 
yond this conflict, ther·e is still another 
conflict as to whether a shareholder pur-
pose alone can satisfy the ·business pur-
pose test.so The proposals, perhaps not 
surprisingly, retain the emphasis of the 
existing Regulations on busine,sspur-
pose and continuity of interest being 
requirements independent of the device 
test., Furthermore, the proposals make 
explicit the prior position of the Service 
that a~ transaction motivated solely by 
personal reasons of a shareholder will 
not qualify under Section 355 .. 31 The 
proposed amendment points out that de-
pending upon the facts of a particular 
case, a shareholder purpose may be so 
nearly . coextensive with the corporate 
business purpose as · to preclude any dis-
tinction between them, in which case 
the transaction is carried out for pur-
poses germane to the business of a cor-
poration. But, wher·e the trimsaction is 
motivated solely by the personal reasons 
of a shareholder, such as fulfilling the 
personal [estate or businessl planning 
purposes of the shareholder, the distri-
bution will not qualify under Section 
355. The prognosis for future develop-
ment in these two ar·eas is difficult, for 
~he courts themselves cannot agree. In 
such circumstances the Service may be 
expected not to yield its position until 
the conflicts are resolved judicially or 
legislatively. 
As foreshadowed ih Rev. RuZ. 69-460, 
1969·2 CB 51, the Service now makes ex-
plicit in · the examples in Prop. Reg 
L355-2(B)(2)~ that a business purpose 
must exist for the distribution of the 
stock of the controlled corporation .. 
Thus, in Example 3, where a business 
purpose, such as protection of the assets 
of one activity from the risks of an-
other; can · be fulfilled by the transfer 
of the business to a new corporation 
without distribution of the stock to 
the shareholder, the transaction fails 
the business purpose test. Given the 
premise of the Regulations that business 
purpose is an · independent test, the 
position that there must be a business 
purpose for the distribution follows in-
exorably .. 82 The examples illustrate cir-
cumstances in which such purpose for 
separate ownership may be satisfied. In 
Example 4 for instance, if a lender re-
quires the separation of the one busi· 
ness from another and distribution of 
the stock in the controlled corporation 
based upon its customary business prac-
tice, then the corporate business pur-
pose test is satisfied. 
To the same effect is Rev. Ruz.. 77-22, 
IRB 1977-4,7, which, . though decided 
under existing Reg. 1.355-2(c), found a 
valid business purpose in the pIO-rata 
distribution by a parent of its subsidiary 
stock which enabled both corporations 
to thus qualify for more total bank 
credit. 
In addition to the question whether 
the business purpose and continuity of 
interest criteria constitute an independ-
ent test, there is the issue whether a 
showing of (corporate) business purpose 
which can only be satisfied by a con-
tinued retention by the distributees of 
control of both post-distribution corpo-
rations can outweigh a strong bail-out 
potentiality of a transaction so that it 
is not a device .. Rafferty indicated that 
it can, but the proposed amendment is 
distressingly silent. 
Conclusion 
With .minor . adjustments the device 
and active business provisions of the 
proposed amendment to the Regulations 
fully meet the Service's objectives of 
providing the factors which evidence 
device and eliminate the existing. R.eg. 
ulations' prohibition regarding the sep-
aration of a single business.. By and 
large, they satisfy in these two areas. all 
of the dictates of the recent couIt deci. 
sions and the suggestions from com. 
mentators, with the principal exception 
of the impairment of equity and bUSi-
ness pur pose defense aspects of the de. 
vice test. It would appear that it. will 
be primarily in those areas and in the 
"independent" business purpose section 
that controversy and uncertainty wiU 
continue.. Given, however, the conflict 
between cases and commentators, the 
Service hardly could have been expected 
to have chosen any other path as to the 
independent corporate business purpose 
requirement than it did .. From this van. 
tage point, the I3-year gestation period 
may well have been worth the final 
product. 
Second Circuit, in Aetna, provides 
new planning possibilit!es in · F reor gs. 
TH E SECOND CIRCUIT, in Aetna Casu-alty and Surety Co , CA-2, 12/15/76, 
has held that a merger of a corpora-
tion's 61 %-owned subsidiary into its 
newly created, wholly-owned subsidiary 
qualifies as an F reorganization despite 
the elimination of the 39%-minority in-
terest. Thus, the taxpayer was able to 
deduct its post-reorganization NOLs 
against the pre-reorganization income of 
is predecessor. In its fint decision 
squarely facing this issue, the court fol-
lowed the lead of the Fifth Circuit, in 
Reef Corporatiolrll, 368 F.2d 125 (CA-5, 
1966), in concluding that complete iden-
tity of shareholder interests is not an 
indispensible element of an "F" reor-
ganization. 
The transaction in Aetna Casualty in-
volved an attempt by Aetna Life Insur-
ance Company (Aetna Life) to set the 
stage for a Section 355 distribution of 
the stock of its 61 % subsidiary, Aetna 
Casualty and Surety Company (Old 
Aetna).. For various business reasons, 
Aetna Life wanted identical shareholder 
groups for the two companies.. It also 
wanted to remove the value of Old 
Aetna's stock from its asset bases for 
purposes of computing taxable invest-
ment income under Subchapter L.. 
In order to distribute Old Aetna stock 
without tax cost, Aetna Life sought to 
comply with Section 815(f)(3)(B)(ii), 
which permits insurance companies to 
make tax-free distributions of stock of 
a 100% subsidiary if certain require-
ments are met.. Aetna Life first formed 
New Aetna by contributing its own 
stock in exchange for all of New Aetna's 
stock. New Aetna then exchanged the 
Aetna Life stock (its only asset) for the 
stock of old Aetna which was held by 
Aetna Life and the 39% minority group. 
Under state law, Old Aetna was merged 
into New Aetna" Finally, Aetna Life 
distributed the stock of New Aetna to 
a trust for the benefit of of Aetna Life's 
shareholders (which now included the 
former minority interest in Old Aetna). 
As a result, an identical gIOUp of 
shareholders owned both Aetna Life and 
New Aetna, which continued without 
interruption the business of its prede· 
cessor. 
The Service has long held that where 
an "A," "B" or "C" reorganization alsO 
qualifies as an "F," it should be treated 
as an "F" for purposes of Section 381 
(b)(3). Rev .. Rul.. 57-276, 1957-ICB 126. 
Further, the IRS has recently acceded to 
th~ view of several courts that . an "F" 
reorganization can involve a cOIIl.bina-
tion between two or more comIIlonly 
controlled corporations.. However, the 
service's position, stated in Rev. Rul. 
75.561, 1975-2 CB 129, is that such a 
transaction requires complete identity 
of shareholder interests .. In rejecting the 
JRS' approach, Aetna Casualty and 
surety Co, relied heavily upon ground 
broken in the Fifth Circuit's Reef deci-
sion. There, the IRS was the party urg-
ing "F" reorganization treatment of an 
alleged "liquidation,." In a complicated 
transaction conducted through a: ' straw 
roan, former 52% shareholders of the 
liquidated corporation wound up own-
ing 100% of a newly formed corpora-
tion which had acquired all the operat-
ing assets of the old corporation. The 
48% minority was bought out for cash 
and notes Reef held that the redemp-
tion of the minoI'ity interest and the 
reincorporation of the old business into 
the new shell were functionally ume-
Jated, the former being governed by 
Section 302 and the latter by Section 
368(a)(I)(F). 
The Second Circuit in Aetna canied 
this reasoning one step further " Noting 
that one of the innovations of the 1954 
Code was the comprehensive set of 
ruJes related to redemptions, the COUIt 
urged that even if the reorganization 
aspects of the transaction could not be 
sepaa:ated from the redemption features 
these different parts of the deal should 
still be treated separately for tax pur-
poses" Since neither a· redemption nor a 
simple reincorporation into a new 
shell would, if undertaken separately, 
justify imposing the restrictions of Sec-
tion 381(b)(3), the fact that both occur 
simultaneously should not, the cOUIt 
reasoned, change the tax result., 
Both Reef and Aetna explicitly limit 
Uleir holdings to situations where (1) 
the new corporation continues the busi· 
ness of the old without intenuption, (2) 
the shareholders of the new corporation 
held at least 50% of the old company, 
and (3) no new shareholders enter the 
picture While suggesting that a taxable 
sale 'rather than a reorganization might 
result where the latter two conditions 
are not met, neither decision attempts 
to delineate the precise outer limits of 
reorganization treatment.. 
The Second Circuit distinguishes the 
:limination of a minority interest which 
It approves in Aetna from the kind of 
~hift in proprietary interest held to be 
~compatible with an "F" reorganiza-
bOn in Southwest Consolidated, 315 
tr.S. 194 (1942) That case,the ' court 
nOtes, involved a bankruptcy reorgani-
zation where the former creditors of the 
corporation became the majority share-
holders of the reorganized company. 
In addition, the Second Circuit, ar-
gued in a footnote, that Southwest Con· 
solidated, may be of doubtful vitality 
under the 1954 Code, in view of the 
enactment of Section 381(b), which 
greatly enhanced the significance of the 
definition of an "F" reorganization-a 
question which Southwest Consolidated 
disposed ot in one sentence. The Second 
Circuit disapproved of the approach 
taken by the Tax Court in Casco Prod-
uctf Corp., 49 TC 32 (1967), where a 
reincorporation coupled with the elim-
ination of a 9% minority waS held to 
be simply a redemption. Although 
agreeing that the redemption should be 
treated as such, the Second Circuit felt 
that the reorganization aspects of the 
transaction could not be ignored, and 
that the "F" definition is broad enough 
to embrace such an anangement .. 
Underlying the holding in Aetna is 
the court's view that its result is consis-
tent with the purposes of Sections 38I(b) 
and 172. According to the Second Cir-
cuit, 38 I (b )(3) is designed to avoid post-
acquisition divisional accounting, and 
prevents the manipulation which would 
result if an acquiring corpolation were 
allowed to apportion current losses be-
tween the operations of two predecessO! 
corporations .. When an "F" reorganiza-
tion is involved, and anew shell with 
no business of its own is uS.ed to effect 
the acquisition, no such accounting 
problems result, since only the acquired 
company has a business history, 
Normally, an acquiring corporation in 
a transaction covered by Section 381 
(b)(3) at least has the option of carry-
ing its post-merger losses back to its own 
pre-merger years, since Section 381 im-
poses no restrictions on this practice . 
However, application of 38I(b)(3) to the 
acq .. uiring corporation in an Aetna-type 
transaction effectively precludes any 
loss carryback, since the acquiring com-
pany has no pre-merger history. The 
Aetna-Court felt that this would be too. 
harsh a result to inflict mer'ely because 
an "F" reorganization was coupled with 
the redemption of a minority interest 
-especially .in light of the legislative 
policy in favor of loss canybacks . evi-
denced by SectiOn< 172. 
Although the .secohd Cir'cuit explicitly 
reserves the question of whether an. "F" 
reorganizat~n should be defined identi-
cally in aU "circumstances, its . decision in 
Aetna effeCtively holds the IRS . to the 
Rules for computing E&P 201 
same definition when challenging reor-
ganization status, as the Service success-
fully asserted in foiling the attempted 
liquidation-reincorporation in Reef.. * 
TC prescribes rules 
for computing E & P 
THE TAX CoURT, in Anderson, 67 TC 
No . 39, announced three rules on com-
puting a corporation'S earning& and 
profits .. First, where a corporation with 
no accumulated earnings and profits 
makes both ordinary cash distributions 
and redemption distributions to its share .. 
holders and where the cunent earnings 
are insufficient to covel' both types of 
distributions, then the ordinary cash dis-
tributions are deemed to be made first 
from the cunent earnings and profits to 
the extent thereof as computed under 
Section 316(a)(2) before taking into ac-
count any Section 302(a) redemption dis-
tributions,. In addition, the court ap-
proved the rule announced originally in 
Jarvis, 43 BT A 439 (1941), which limits 
the charge to capital under Section 
312(e) on accouIl!t of a redemption dis-
tribution to the proportion of paid-in 
capital represented by the redeemed 
shares.. Finally, the court decided that 
where an employee of a subsidiary corpo-
ration exercises a stock option which 
had been assumed by the parent's corpo-
ration wi,thin the meaning of Section 
425(a), then the spread between the op-
tion price and the fair market value of 
the stock when the option is exercised 
is a proper . charge, to the earnings and 
profits of the employer (subsidiary) cor-
poration .. 
The Section 316 definition 0'£ a divi-
dend prescribes that the cunent yearls 
earnings and profits are to be computed 
as of the end of the tax year' and ar'e not 
to be diminished by any distributions 
during such tax year. Notwithstanding 
this provision, the taxpayers in Ander~ 
son argued that, under Section 312, any 
portion of a Section 302(a) redemption 
distribution which is not pIOperIy charge-
able to capital, should reduce the earn-
ings and profits as of the date of the 
redemption.. The taxpayers pointed to 
the wording of Section 312(a) which in-
dicates that a corporation'g 'earnings and 
profits will be reduced on the distribu-
tion of property by such corporation .. 
Even assuming that Section 312 (a) does 
provide a timing rule for adjustments of 
earnings and profits, the Tax Court be-
lieved that the special rule in Section 
316 which explicitly preserves the full 
